structure of skill levels such as Tier 3, Tier 5 etc. The implementation of the NIIS is now an intrinsic aspect of PIP. The new framework can be summarized as follows:

PIP Level

National Occupational
Standards (NOS)

1.

CJ101 Interview victims Expected standard
and witnesses re priority for volume investigators
& volume investigations. (eg patrol officers).

2.
(core
functions)

PIP Level

2.
(specialist
roles)

(specialist
roles
continued)

2.
(specialist
roles
continued)

Former
NIIS
Tier
1

CJ201 Interview
suspects re priority
& volume
investigations.

Does not preclude level 1
investigators achieving higher
level of interviewing skill
where their role requires it.

CJ102 Interview
victims and witnesses
re serious and complex
investigations.

Must have demonstrated
competence in CJ101
and CJ201 as a
prerequisite.

CJ202 Interview
suspects re serious
National
Occupational
and complex
Standards
(NOS)
investigations.

Role
of Interview
10.10
Expected
standard forAdvisers
those

CJ103 Carry out
specialist interviews
with victims and
witnesses.

Must have demonstrated
competence in CJ102 as a
prerequisite.

CJ301 carry out
specialist interviews
with suspects.

Must have demonstrated
competence in CJ202 as
a prerequisite.
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2

conducting serious investigations (eg CID officers and
Notes
Former
others in specific investigation NIIS
roles).
Tier

3

Expected standard for those
conducting specialist interviews
with victims and witnesses (eg
interviewers of witnesses with
severe learning disabilities).
3
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Expected standard for those
conducting specialist interviews
with suspects (eg interviewers
of suspected Cat. A murderers).
CJ301 Manage &
coordinate interviews
for serious, complex
or major investigations.

As a minimum prerequisite
5
must either be:
1. Competent in CJ103 and
knowledgeable about
CJ203; or
2. Knowledgeable about CJ103
and competent in CJ203.
Expected standard for
interview advisers.

Note: A full copy of the NOS is available on the Skills for
Justice website: <http://www.skillsforjustice.com>.

10.10 Role of Interview Advisers
The SIO should try and make good use of interview advisers by

